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Balmoral Estate
Solar Thermal System
Project Overview
The Royal Family are known for taking steps
to reduce the carbon footprint across
their Royal Estates, so it’s not a surprise
that one of the buildings on the Balmoral
Estate has a solar thermal system installed
to provide its hot water.
AES Luminary Panels were installed on
the Balmoral Castle Estates Office, also
known as Baile-na-coille. Historic Scotland
approved the install on the Grade B Listed
building and the installation was completed
in 2015.

AES Luminary provides superior performance,
as well as being one of the thinnest and lightest
panels on the market. The streamline design
of the AES Luminary wa s of par tic u lar
importance for this sensitive location.
AES Solar were first choice for the Balmoral
Estate, celebrating 40 years of solar expertise
in 2019. In addition to manufacturing the
system, AES Solar’s in-house engineers
worked closely with the Estate to design,
supply and install the panels.
“We look to be as self-sufficient as we can
and AES Solar were able to provide exceptional
Scottish made products along with installation
that was sympathetic to the historic
importance of the Royal Estate.”
-

Richard Gledson, Resident Factor of
Balmoral Estates

AES Solar offers extensive experience with solar systems for both domestic
and business clients. Established in 1979, let us power you up!
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